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PRISM:

White Light Divider.

WHITE LIGHT:

Mono Light Before Becoming Poly by Prism.

SHAVIDICA:

Access to the One through the Many.
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INTRODUCTION



Would  you  consider  the
possibility  that  an  omni-
present  God  and  an  Extra-
Terrestrial surrogate as God is
often  muddling  our
understanding of Him through
the Bible?!

Of God, the question what is or
who  is  God  has  been  on  the
minds  of  many for  millennia.
And  the  distinction  between
the two tenses is often I have
found,  ignored  among  fellow
Christians I know. The idea of
being  literally  created  in  His
image  and  the  pronouns
referring to God as 'He'  often
lends  the  understanding  that
He  is  of  our  likeness  and
nature, ie Extra-Terrestrial.



Hinduism, has better  accounts
of  the  "vessels"  in  the  skies
and the cosmic wars that were
accounted  during  the  same
time  across  the  globe.  It  is
argued that Jesus's time of the
biblical undocumented ages he
spent in Bharat (India) and got
most of his spiritual learning of
God, then and there. His ability
to  heal,  can be very likely of
and from the Vedic sciences of
the day.

So it is likely when compared
to  the  biblical  accounts  of
Jesus, that he led on a school
of  thought  in  the  Vedic
sciences  while  publicly
appealing  that  nature  of  his
through  God  as  mysticism.
And the Jewish leadership had



and executed issue against his
masquerading  as  God's  One
and only Son.

The ideal that he is The Son of
God when we are all children
of God is remiss to the latter in
my  understanding  of  present
day  Christian  ideology,  again
crossing the figurative into the
literal.

The Bible has been through not
only  literal  interpretation,
however through the ages, the
literal bend had been involved
also in it's transliterations.

I  do  not  think  anyone  can
claim to know the Bible either
which  is  why I  think  it  shalt



not be preached and rather be
used as something for which to
grow the self if so one chooses.

And the evangelistic approach
I  think  is  largely  abused  as
demonstrated with the cultural
slang phrase Bible "thumping"
and we miss the real approach
that  Jesus  walked:  to
demonstrate  one's  faith  and
obedience to God by example;
spend time with the 'outcasts,'
and lift them from their level.
And when necessary, protest.

It  seems  today  the
'conservative' movement being
largely  associated  with
"Christian" beliefs is the exact
opposite.  The  Bible  discusses
this  in  Revelations,  and  to



paraphrase:  the  tables  have
turned. Those who claim they
are Christians and do the work
of  imperialism,  fascism  or  in
support  of  any  system  that
strikes  against  humanity  how
Jesus would walk are the one's
to be damned.



PRISM, LIGHT AND

SHAVIDICA
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The  Trinity  is  all  inclusive
of the One through Light. That
God  shines  His  light  through
us  in  our  conditioning  is  by
means  of  developing  a
pathway  from  His
consciousness to our individual
consciousness is Shavidica, or
in the Christian transliteration,
The Holy Spirit.

Jesus represents Light divided,
The Prism or the Son, into all
the facets that make us human,
unique in  our own making of
free will. 

And God is the light, for which
all  Good  returns  and  all  Evil
parishes to dark.
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The distinction between Good
and  Evil  is  that  one  is  of
perpetual Light and the other is
of  perpetual  Dark.  Creation
and  Creativity  is  of  Light
nature,  even  if  something  is
destroyed  something  new
comes in it’s place.

Perpetual  Dark  is  founded  in
concept  when  Eve  ate  the
forbidden fruit  that  made Eve
Ill in the spectrum of knowing
Good and Evil.

We  all  carry  this  seed  today,
the  fruit  being  equivocal  to
genetic  modification  and
forbidden  being  equivocal  to
our  temptation  to  be  Gods,
conquerors, worshiped as idols
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and  such  means  that  have
paved  the  way  to  our  self-
destruction  blinded  by  our
collective ego and detachment
from  our  collective  perpetual
destruction  which  is  also
portrayed  in  the  Book  of
Revelations.

The  concept  of  confession  to
God is to bring from His light
to expose to the consciousness
the ill in oneself for restitution
with  an  aim  of  eventual
salvation.

Prayer is often sought to gain
something from God; however
as we are said to be imperfect
in  all  ways,  which  include
hindsight, shouldn’t we leave it
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up to God to decide which is
best  and  weigh  into  him  our
hearts  of concerns and thanks
for  all  circumstances  that  can
lead our road to salvation?

Prayer  is  a  focusing  and
channeling  mechanism  to
bridge His light to ours, from
our  heart’s  content  and
concern,  also  allows  Him  to
open possibilities in us through
the prayer meditation in ways
to  encourage  intention  and
action through us. 
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And  this  focusing  of  prayer
and  meditation  can  become  a
state  of  being,  the  benefits  of
which our creation and spoken
word in our interactions come
from His light.

Giving  credit  away  from
ourselves in all  our endeavors
prevents  our  ego  from taking
over  our  intent  and  free  will,
which  leads  to  perpetual
destruction.

By crediting what light comes
through  us  rather  than
attributing  it  to  our  material
existence  of  thought
encourages peace in the world.
However  assuming  you  are
driven by God in your actions
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of perpetual destruction can be
seen as being a false prophet or
the  work of  the  devil  /  being
the work when spiritually ill in
absence of conscience.
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MOMENT SPACE
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When  we  pray  and  meditate
we  can  tap  into  the  moment
space. When it is said that God
is  Omni-Present,  He  is  in
moment  space.  The  idea  that
moment does not exist because
we  cannot  experience  it
ignores  that  all  experience  is
made  from  moments.  The
spark  of  creativity  through
light  can only  come from the
moment space. The experience
of  something  becoming  light
as  we  have  measured  the
experience  of  time  with
approaching  light  speed,  time
slows  down  and  becomes
moment  space  when  light
speed is reached.
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THE STATE OF

AMGOD/DOGMA
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The  Bible  sets  law  from  the
word  of  God.  However  the
writ of law of the State and the
writ  of  law for the self  has a
history of convergence, where
the law of the land becomes of
religious writ.

When  man  strikes  man  in
one’s  violation  of  the  writ  of
the  Bible,  the  state  becomes
barbaric  and  lawless  in
execution,  since  everyone has
their  idea of  the  Biblical  writ
of law.

The  difference  between  State
Law and Biblical  Law is  that
State  is  established  for  the
public  and  Biblical  is
established  for  the  private.
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When both  converge,  there  is
no longer private and all affairs
become public scrutiny.

The  Bible  lays  out  the
explanation  that  man  is  born
into sin and that the conviction
of which restitution is a private
matter through one’s growth in
understanding the Bible.

If the convergence of State and
Biblical  Law  were  to  be
established and not separated, it
would welcome the hypocritical
sin of the elite upon and against
the  minor  infractions  of  the
many,  repeating  as  history  has
shown,  the  enslavement  and
crusades  of  those  viewed  as
unprivileged.
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The  result  of  which  is  the
substitution  of  God’s  hand
used as man’s glove, that the I
am God mentality of the ruling
class is  assumed in the social
Dogma.  Hence  false  idolship
would become the norm.

We  should  guard  ourselves
from lending to this temptation
of  ‘I  Am God’  and rather  be
with  in  the  God  experience,
allowing  His  light  to  shine
through  us  in  all  our
endeavors,  interactions  and
intentions.

Whether  we  practice  religion,
are spiritual in His light or just
prefer  to  view  the  cosmic
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nature  of  the  Universe
becoming  in-sync  to  our
experiences with it,  letting go
of our ego in our creations as a
challenge we can all overcome.

And it is easy to let go once we
allow  our  creations  to  be
shared  openly  and  without
reservation to it’s attribution to
ourselves.

This  attribution is  encouraged
in  present  day  society  as  a
mode  to  maintain  gainful
exchange.  However  we  can
still  provide  for  ourselves  in
that  exchange  with
encouraging donation to those
who  appreciate  our  output  in
the Creative Commons.
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